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In the world of subscription services for games, there are several options for users to subscribe. When a user
wishes to subscribe to a product they are offered a variety of options for that product. Some of the more
popular options include Xbox Live, PlayStation Network, EA Access and most recently, App Store Subscription.
Continue reading → A new online service for game owners from the Google Play store has started offering
game owners the ability to download their games on Android tablets and phones. Games available through the
new service will be similar in nature to those offered through the Google Play store that are available for
desktop computer and mobile phone users. Continue reading → In a report released today on the U.S. Federal
Trade Commission website, Amazon Echo was cited as one of the most downloaded apps on the Amazon App
Store that has caused consumers to “lose money, time or sanity.” Other apps cited in the FTC report include
Facebook, Google Glass, Netflix, Pinterest and Snapchat. The report states that the average price of the above
mentioned apps is between $10 to $40.Continue reading → The latest version of the popular RSS Reader
Feedly is now available in Google Play. Known as Feedly 2, the update brings several new features including
Google Now support and the ability to use Feedly on the go. Feedly 2 brings many of the features seen in the
popular apps Instagram and Snapchat. Continue reading → Xiaomi already has a pretty good reputation when
it comes to keeping hardware prices low. Now they’ve brought that philosophy to their app store, allowing
users to buy Xiaomi phones with the lowest possible price tag from a brick and mortar store. Continue reading
→ Sling TV’s latest app update for Android phones and tablets is now available from the Google Play Store.
Sling TV is an over the air TV service that comes in a variety of packages that include a bunch of live television
channels, sports, and movie channels. Continue reading → With the launch of the Microsoft Edge and Linux,
more web developers are building sites exclusively on the edge. Google Chrome, Firefox, and Safari are all web
browsers that have desktop apps, or ‘metro’ apps on Windows 10. Android Nougat 7.1.1 brought in a similar
type of development for the OS, where many new websites are only available on mobile. Continue reading →
Sling TV, an OTT TV service that comes in several packages, is now available on Chromecast.
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